Mondello Park – 11/12 September 2021

ICCR just gets Better and Better
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By Drew Furlong

The 4th Round of the Digital Motorsport ICCR event
saw changeable weather conditions which would
make it difficult for drivers who were in search of
valuable championship points as they pass the mid
point in their championship schedules. The event
would again see action from its core championships
but this time they would be joined by the extremely
quick Formula 125 & 250 Superkarts. The highlight of
the weekend would see the presentation of the
Martin Birrane Trophy to the winner of the second
race for the Selco.ie Formula Vee National
Championship. Mondello Park is Martin’s legacy. The
International loop which drivers are competing on

this weekend would not have been possible without
Martin’s investment. Neither would we have the pit
complex and the Race Control tower. With the Martin
Birrane Trophy also counting as a championship
round it would result in a stunning race and would
surely have been enjoyed by the man himself. It was
great to welcome spectators again and no one could
say that they hadn’t received value for money.
Mondello would also like to thank Beacon Hospital
HealthCheck for enabling Sunday's races to be livestreamed to be enjoyed by the many followers unable
to make the trip to Mondello.

Formula 125 & 250 Superkarts

Clean Sweep by Buckley with 3 Wins

Race 1 grid saw Eoin Buckley take pole,
but it was Brennan in his Formula 125
kart which saw him posting a lap time
which would have put him on the front
row. Buckley dominated in the
treacherous conditions with Irvine
moving up to a fantastic 4th place
having started from the pack of the
grid. After just 5 laps Buckley would
take the flag for Formula 250 honours
with Irvine in 2nd to take the Formula

125 win after a race long battle with
Ross and Alan Witherow. Race 2 would
see a lights to flag victory for Buckley to
take the double win. Formula 125 karts
would yet again get in amongst the
Formula 250 taking 2nd and 3rd overall.
Alan Crossen would take the class win,
followed by Peter Crossen and Irvine
would take the final podium position
for the class. Peden and Deery
respectively would complete the

podium for the 250 class. The final race
of the day would see Buckley take his
3rd win of the day with Alan Witherow
inheriting 2nd place after a race long
battle with Peden who went off at T3
just two laps from home. Deery
completed the 250 podium in 3rd place.
It was a repeat of the result of the
previous race for the 125 class with
Alan Crossen take the win from Peter
Crossen and Irvine.

Impact Ireland Metals Historic Racing Car Association Championship

Cochrane and Thompson keep it in the Family

In changeable conditions but with the
track still treacherous conditions, it was
Bill Griffin who made is usual fast start
to take the lead. Foley on pole was
struggling with wheel spin and Russell
in his Jag were powerless as Stephen
Griffin despatched Russell at Birranes
Bend and dived down the inside at the
final corner on Foley to move to 2nd at
the end of the first lap. But all eyes
were on Cochrane who starting from
the back of the grid had powered his
way up to 3rd place. The 4.7litre
Sunbeam Tiger would drive past
Stephen Griffin on the exit of T2 into
2nd place. With the sun coming out,
Cochrane was almost 5 seconds a lap
quicker than anyone else and on lap 3
he would take the lead. Stephen Griffin
would move up to 2nd after a lap long
battle with Bill Griffin in his Lotus 7.
With just 7 laps completed in the 15minute race duration, Cochrane would
take the win with Stephen Griffin in 2nd
and Bill Griffin in 3rd place. Stephen

Griffin would continue his good form
and would take the lead on the first lap
in Race 2. Lap 1 movers were the more
powerful MGB GT of Foley up to 3rd and
Cochrane in his mighty Sunbeam Tiger
was ominous having started on the
sixth row and was in 6th at the end of
the first lap. Keane in his Mallock had
made a terrific start and was in 2nd at
the end of lap 1 but he knew it may
only be a matter of time and at the end
of lap 2 Foley blasted by him on the
start/finish straight. He would lose
another place to Cochrane on Lap 3.
Cochrane now had his sights on closing
the gap to his son-in-law Thompson
who were trading fastest laps.
Cochrane powered past Foley on lap 4
with the gap to the leader down to 10
seconds with 8 minutes left on the
clock. Next time round the gap is 9
seconds and it looks like Cochrane will
run out of time. Cochrane then gets a
clear lap and the gap drops to 5
seconds with two laps to go. But

disaster for Thompson on the
penultimate lap as he locks up into the
final corner and runs wide, but he
gathers himself and starts the final lap
with the smallest of margins. Cochrane
sensing victory posts a purple time in
Sector 1, followed by another purple in
Sector 2 and the gap is visibly shrinking.
But Thompson keeps his composure
and just holds off Cochrane to take the
win by just 0.2 seconds with Foley in a
distant 3rd.

Next Event: Mondello 2/3 October 2021

Bill Griffin Motors Stryker Championship

Cullen crowned Champion with a Double

Cullen was looking ominous off the
back of 6 straight wins as he again took
pole by a massive 4 seconds, but
championship returnee Taylor was
confident that he could match Cullen.
A good start by Cullen would see him
lead Taylor with Marnane up to 3rd.
Deasy would depose Marnane’s good
start to slot into 3rd, but behind them it
was O’Rourke who was going well in 6th
from his starting position on the fifth
row. Taylor showed his intentions on
Lap 2 by posting a time 0.5secs quicker
than Cullen. Lap 4 and Taylor attacks
Cullen on the outside of Southside
corner and then tries the switchback,
but Cullen held the lead. If Cullen was
going to win his 7th straight race, Taylor
was going to make him earn it. Behind
the leaders, Deasy was in a safe 3rd
place, but it was all to play for in 4th as
Marnane, Kelly, O’Rourke and Ryan
had a terrific battle. On lap 6 Taylor
made his move and led Cullen as the
cars exited 7B. Taylor still led as the
cars started their final lap. Cullen
hounded and edged closer to draw
alongside Taylor and took the lead

again as the cars when out onto the
International
loop.
The
battle
continued but Taylor ran out of time
and Cullen would take his seventh
straight win, by the narrowest of
margins from Taylor with Deasy a
distant 3rd. Kelly would finish a terrific
4th after a 5-car battle with O’Rourke,
Marnane and Ryan.

Cullen made the better start in Race 2
with Taylor being swamped and
dropping back behind Deasy. Taylor
knew he had to get past Deasy as he
couldn’t afford to let Cullen drive away.
Taylor quickly got past Deasy with
Welaratne seizing his chance at the
compromised Deasy and squeezing
past up to 3rd. But Deasy regained his
position on the start/finish straight as

he got the better run out of the final
corner. Cullen out front was now in
qualifying mode and opened up almost
a 3 second gap to Taylor. Taylor
responded and next time round they
posted near identical lap times, but
Cullen digs deep and posts the fastest
lap of the race next time round to
increase his lead to 4 seconds. Taylor
kept pushing but a sideways moment
at Birranes Bends loses him more time
and Cullen’s lead increases. Deasy
would retire at the final corner on the
same lap with Welaratne now in a
commanding 3rd place. At the
chequered flag, Cullen would make it
eight from eight, Taylor in 2nd and
Welaratne taking the final podium
position.

Next Event: Mondello 2/3 October 2021

Avon Tyres Formula Sheane Championship

Roddy soaks up the Pressure

Formula Sheane may be short on
numbers this year, but their races
haven’t been short of entertainment. A
great start by Roddy from the front row
would see him take the lead. Adams
would go 2nd having driven round the
outside of T1, with Kearney in 3rd and
poleman Sheane back in 4th. Sheane
made the best of the first few corners
and managed to get ahead of Kearney
and Adams as the cars when out onto
the International Loop. Roddy would
have over a 2 second lead at the end of
the first lap but Sheane took 1.5
seconds out of his lead on the following
lap. Sheane was bringing Kearney with
him and the next lap would see the
leading trio covered by just 0.4
seconds. Sheane attached Roddy
relentlessly, but the Dundalk man
drove beautifully to hold him at bay.
Lap 6 Sheane attached Roddy but runs
wide, loses his front wing and his place
as Kearney sweeps through. Kearney
now attacked the leader but yet again

Roddy held firm. Sheane is still not out
of it and manages to get side by side
with Kearney in Bridgestone corner and
then completes the move to get back
up to 2nd. With corners running out
Sheane try as he may, Roddy soaks up
the pressure and punches the air as he
takes the chequered flag, with Sheane
2nd and Kearney 3rd.

Sheane would lead from pole at the
start of race 2 with Kearney slotting in
behind him. Roddy had to fight hard to
maintain his 3rd place from Adams who
had made a terrific start. Kearney who
was unhappy with his car in the earlier

Next Event: Kirkistown 25 September 2021

race launched attack after attack on
Sheane but Sheane prevailed. The
leading trio circulated as one and it is a
mistake from Roddy which sees him
spin and loses 2 places to Adams and
Dunne. Roddy keeps his car running
though and re-joins and you could see
his frustration as he battled to get by
both Dunne and Adams. Kearney
redoubles his effort and eventually the
pressure bears, and he goes through
into the lead on Lap 4. With roles
reversed Sheane is all over the back of
Kearney trying to find a gap but
Kearney drives beautifully to keep him
at bay. McKenna makes a mistake and
beaches his car in the gravel at
Bridgestone and the officials have no
option but to despatch the Safety Car.
Despite a valiant effort by the men in
orange who manage to get McKenna
moving again, the clock runs down
before the restart and Kearney takes
the win, Sheane 2nd and Roddy in 3rd.

Selco.ie Formula Vee National Championship

Cross takes Championship Title with a Win

Reigning champion Cross would make
no mistake at the start of Race 1 and
the polesitter would lead the pack out
of T1 ahead of Kelly, Polley, Buckley
and Murray. With the track still damp,
everyone was hesitant, but it was
Polley to make the first move as he got
ahead of Kelly on the International
loop. But Kelly and Buckley were never
far away, and as Cross began to build a
gap out front, Polley lost his place to

Buckley into T1. Heartache for Polley as
he wouldn’t complete the lap and
would retire to the pitlane with a
mechanical problem. But then all of
Cross’s hard work would be undone as
officials scrabbled the Safety Car and
the pack would bunch up again. On the
restart, Cross tried to rebuild his lead
and managed to get a couple of car
lengths clear. As the cars return from
the International loop, Murray was now

ahead of Kelly in 3rd. But Buckley in 2nd
piled on the pressure and was all over
the back of Cross’s car as the clocked
ticked down. Cross, the champion in
the previous 3 seasons held his nerve
and on Lap 7 he took the win and the
championship title. Buckley followed
him home and a charging Murray
closed right up on the leaders on the
closing lap to take 3rd.

Next Event: Kirkistown 25 September 2021

Pony Express Ginetta Junior Ireland Championship

Two Wins for McGovern

The Pony Express backed Ginetta Junior
Ireland championship has been the
breeding ground for many a young Irish
racing driver and this year’s crop were
no exception. So far in the
Championship Martin took 2 wins in
the opening event on the International
circuit at Mondello, whilst McFall and
McGovern shared the spoils at
Kirkistown. With just one point
separating Martin and McGovern the
stakes were high on their second visit
to Mondello. It was first blood to
McGovern who qualified by some
margin to take pole position. McGovern
responded quickest when the lights
went out with Martin slotting in behind
him. Graffin made a bad start, having
stalled on the grid, and would find
himself at the rear of the field having
had qualified in an excellent 3rd place.
Once in the lead McGovern got his

head down and proceeded to build a
gap and lap after lap he was
consistently a second a lap quicker than
Martin. Graffin would overhaul
Campbell on lap 2 but no one had an
answer to McGovern’s pace. At the end
of the 8-lap race McGovern would take
the chequered flag and the fastest lap
of the race, followed by Martin some 6
seconds back with McFall a similar
distance back in 3rd. Race 2 would see
McFall make a great start to go 2nd
behind Martin but McGovern would
sink to the back and would have it all to
do to repeat his race 1 victory.
McGovern got a place back into T3 and
dived down the inside into T5 to move
to 3rd with McFall and Martin firmly
within his sights. McGovern bides his
time and on lap 2 he makes his move
by diving down the inside on the
International loop and pulls off a great

overtaking move to usurp both McFall
and Martin to take the lead. Martin
immediately fights back into the final
corner and gets a good run onto the
main
straight,
gets
alongside
McGovern. But McGovern has the
inside line and defends heavily into T1.
Martin continues the battle into T2 but
McGovern has the pace to stay ahead
of his championship rival. Once he is in
clear air, McGovern begins to stretch
his legs and starts to build a gap to the
chasing Martin and McFall. McGovern
posts the fastest lap of the race so far
on Lap 4and despite Martin matching
his lap times on the next two laps,
McGovern maintains his lead and takes
the chequered flag, with Martin two
seconds back in 2nd and McFall in a
comfortable 3rd.

Next Event: Mondello 2/3 October 2021

Seat Supercup Ireland,
Irish Supercars powered by Pirelli
Irish Touring Car Championship

Lap Records Fall

In very challenging conditions, the 3part grid featuring Seat Supercup, Irish
Supercars and ITCC were lead away
from the line by Murphy in his Seat,
with reigning Fiesta ST champion
Denning in 2nd with Neil Tohill in 3rd.
With the wet conditions being a great
leveller, Corcoran in his Supercar was
snapping at the heels of the leading
Seats. Tohill though was the quicker of
the front runners, first despatching
Denning into 7B and then in quick
succession wrestled the lead from
Murphy. But even quicker was Watkins
in his Supercar who was right behind
Denning, the latter having also gotten
ahead of Murphy. In the long run down
into 7A Watkins made his move under
braking and he was up to 2nd position.
Next on his list was race leader Tohill
and his chance would come at Lola as
Tohill ran wide at T3 and Watkins leads
after an unbelievable race in the wet.
Denning was now closing on Tohill and
he got through as Tohill again runs
wide this time at Lola and Denning was

now leading the Seat Supercup on his
debut. Not to be outshone, the front
running ITCC Integra of Burke was now
tailing Tohill. As Watkins took the
overall honours for Supercars, Denning
came home 2nd to take the win for Seat
Supercup and Burke in his ITCC spec
Integra would take 3rd overall and 1st in
class after a drag race to the line over
Tohill. With a dry track for race 2 the
Seats would show their power
advantage to head the field. Murphy
from the outside of the second row
powered into the lead. Denning would
find himself in 3rd behind Gerard Tohill
and would try every trick in the book to
get past and then on their second tour
he dived down the inside at T3 to take
2nd. Then sensing an opportunity, Berry
now in 4th lunges down the inside of
Tohill at Southside Corner and Tohill
drops back to 4th and off the podium.
Positions would be maintain for the 9
lap race and Murphy would take the
win posting a new lap record of
1:48.019, Denning taking 2nd with Berry

in 3rd. Whilst Seats provided all the
action at the start of the race, ITCC left
the best till the latter stages. Burke
made a lightning start and hit the front
at the end of the first lap having started
at the back of the ITCC grid. A new lap
record of 1:51.261 on his 2nd lap would
see him build a huge 8 second gap by
the end of lap 4. But then Traub starts
to put some quick laps in. Lap 5 and the
gap is down to 5 seconds, Lap 6, 3
seconds and then on lap 7 it is just 1.2
seconds. Traub then posts a stunning
lap of 1:50.345 to break the record set
by Burke earlier in the race. At the end
of the lap the gap is just 0.2 seconds.
With just the final lap remaining Burke
used all his guile to keep the flying
Belfast man behind him. Try as he may
Traub could not get past and Burke
would take the win, Traub second with
Donnelly in 3rd. Watkins would repeat
his win in Supercars followed by
Corcoran and Linnane.

Coffee 2 Go Fiesta ST Championship

McDonnell & Byrne Share the Spoils

Championship leader McDonnell would
make no mistake off the line to head
the 20-car grid of identical Fiesta ST
cars. Behind him Doran and Maguire
ran side by side down into T3 and
Doran gained the upper hand to move
into 2nd. Doran continued his good run
to go round the outside of McDonnell
in T4, then ran wide in Lola and
McDonnell regained the lead. As the
cars rounded 7B, Denning tried to dive
down the inside of Maguire into a nonexistent gap and Maguire spins and
rejoined in a lowly 16th place. Post-race
Denning would receive a 23 second
time penalty for his move on Maguire.
Up front Doran tried again to get down
the inside of McDonnell but spins and
rejoined in 8th. Peterson starting on
Row 5 had a fantastic first lap and is up
to 3rd behind Denning. Denning though
posted the fastest lap of the race so far
on Lap 3 and the gap to McDonnell is
closing. McDonnell drove defensively
on the next lap down the back straight
but a huge lunge down the inside into
7A by Denning sees him take the lead.

Doran meanwhile was back up to 5th
and was currently the fastest man on
the track. In front of him was Turley in
4th and a mistake in T3 sees Turley run
wide and the experienced Doran
doesn’t need an invitation and gets
through to 4th. Denning takes the
chequered flag unaware of his penalty
which would see him placed 7th overall
and it is McDonnell who takes the win,
Peterson in 2nd and a great recovery
drive by Doran to seal 3rd.

everyone on the restart. McMullen in
2nd ran wide at the exit of Lola and
Doran in 3rd just drove past him to take
the position. More drama at the end of
the lap as Champion elect McDonnell
retired into the pitlane with a broken
hub. Peterson in 4th is now all over the
back of McMullen and squeezed down
the inside of McMullen into 7A and is
in the remaining podium position. On
the following lap McMullen doesn’t
defend on the run into Southside
Corner and Denning dived into the gap
to take 4th position. With time running
out, Byrne takes the victory, Doran is
2nd having posted a new lap record of
2:02.466 on his first flying lap with
Peterson completing the podium in 3rd
position.

Race 2 saw McMullen on pole but it
was his front row rival Byrne who made
the better start to lead. Victor Cullen
spun in the pack at T1 and collected
Turley and with both cars stranded in
the gravel at T1 the Safety Car was
scrambled. Byrne got the jump on

Next Event: Mondello 2/3 October 2021

Siltex Safety Fiesta Zetec Championship

Barrable win brings him closer to Title

Although
Championship
leader
Barrable made it into the lead at the
start, a race stopping incident involving
Kavanagh at T2 brought out the red
flags. On the restart Barrable again
made the perfect start followed by
Fishbourne, McGovern and Dawson.
Dawson got down the inside of
McGovern into T3 to go 3rd and at the
end of lap 1 Barrable, Fishbourne,
Dawson, McGovern and Johnston were
the top 5. Fishbourne ran slightly wide
at T3, Dawson goes through on the
inside and is followed by McGovern
with Fishbourne now at the back of the
train of four cars. Dawson was still
pushing hard and a mistake as he ran
wide on the exit of 7A sees McGovern
dive through the gap at 7B and
McGovern is up to 2nd. Fishbourne is
now joined by Johnston who are all
over the back of Dawson, but the wily
Dubliner gives a masterclass in
defensive driving. Barrable is serene
out front having pushed hard in the
opening laps to build himself a gap and
come the end of Lap 6 he takes the
chequered flag, followed by McGovern
and Dawson to complete the podium.

Johnston made a good start from the
front row in Race 2 and was followed
out of T1 by Fishbourne, McGovern,
Dawson and Barrable. The Champion
elect moved ahead of Dawson on the
rundown to T3 and McGovern tries a
huge move down the inside of
Fishbourne
at
Southside
but
Fishbourne switched back to the inside
on the exit and retains his 2nd position.
McGovern now becomes the hunted as
he takes a wide line out of Lola which
allowed Barrable to take the inside line
down to 7A and the he is up to 3rd
place. Fishbourne is the next to make a
move for the lead. Goes down the
inside at Bridgestone and then is side
by side with Johnston through Lola and
completed his move down the inside at
7A. Johnston is almost hung out to dry
on the outside as Barrable follows
Fishbourne, then Dawson goes by and
McGovern comes through at Paddock.
From 1st to 5th in just 6 corners!
Barrable also has the inside line at
Paddock and takes the lead from
Fishbourne. Johnston doesn’t give up
and gets a place back getting ahead of
McGovern into T1. 5 laps completed

and the order is Barrable, Fishbourne,
Dawson, Johnston and McGovern.
Then all change on Lap 6. Fishbourne
goes down the inside of Barrable at 7A
to take the lead. Barrable now on the
outside
and
Dawson
follows
Fishbourne through and then Johnston
gets by Barrable at Birranes Bends but
Dawson then gets out of shape runs
wide, Johnston takes advantage to
move to 2nd and Barrable gets ahead
into 3rd. McGovern gets the inside line
into Devaneys and is in 4th place
coming out of Paddock. With just one
lap remaining, everyone holds station
and Fishbourne takes the chequered
flag, followed by Johnston with the
Champion, Barrable, in 3rd place.

Next Event: Mondello 2/3 October 2021

Irishautoparts.ie Future Classics Racing

Byrne & Flanagan win on Penalties

O’Rourke in his rally spec Civic led away
from the start but it was the faststarting McEllmell from Row 5 who was
up to 3rd and challenging Byrne in 2nd.
McEllmell went round the outside of
Byrne into T1 and was up to 2nd. Next
on his list is the leader O’Rourke and he
is despatched as he dives down the
inside of Paddock to take the lead.
Meanwhile Shattock in his Civic blasts
past McDonell in his Punto down into
Lola and moves up to 4th. It’s now a 4car battle between Byrne, Shattock,
McDonnell and King for the final
podium place. Over the remaining 4
laps there are multiple position
changes in the battle for 3rd but at the
end of the 8 lap race the finishing order
was McEllmell, O’Rourke and Shattock
in the Super Future Classic class.
However, after barrier time penalties
are applied, the win is awarded to
Byrne, O’Rourke is 2nd, and the final
podium position goes to McDonnell in
his Punto. No such issues with barrier
times in Future Classic class with the
win going to Culloty, followed by Clancy
and Healy. Race 2 would be led off the
line by Aidan Byrne followed by

Flanagan, then McDonnell and
McEllmell already up to 4th from the
fifth row on the grid. McEllmell powers
past McDonnell on the way down to
T3, but McDonnell keeps the position
under braking into T3. But there is no
stopping McEllmell as he uses his
power advantage to go 3rd on the run
up to Bridgestone. McEllmell continues
is climb to the front by taking Flanagan
in Lola. Ger Byrne gets a great run
through Lola too and gets ahead of
McDonnell. McDonnell tries to get the
position back at 7A but runs wide and
King goes through. On the second lap
McEllmell takes the lead by driving
round the outside of Aidan Byrne at 7A
and 7B. Behind Ger Byrne in the battle
for 5th is Shattock and McDonnell and
they have a real ding-dong scrap for
position. McDonnell gets ahead of
Shattock into T3, but Shattock retakes
the position up to Bridgestone, then
McDonnell is ahead again in 7A and 7B.
Next lap Shattock is back ahead of
McDonnell this time at T3. Ahead of
them Ger Byrne is pushing hard to get
ahead of Flanagan and he gets his
chance at Devaneys as Flanagan runs

Next Event: Mondello 2/3 October 2021

wide and he is up to 3rd. But on the
next lap Ger Byrne makes a lunge down
the inside at 7A on Aidan Byrne, runs
wide onto the grass and Flanagan is
back up to 3rd. With 8 laps completed
McEllmell would take the win on the
road followed by Aidan Byrne and
Flanagan. But the dreaded barrier time
penalties shake the final order and the
win is awarded to Flanagan, 2nd is Aidan
Byrne and 3rd place goes to Shattock in
Super Future Classic. In the Future
Classic class the finished order was
Clancy, Culloty and Healy.

Finnstown House Formula BOSS Ireland Championship (Race 1)

Simply Unstoppable

Wet qualifying had thrown up a mixed
grid for qualifying with O’Connell
starting way back on Row 4. Roche
sitting alongside poleman Gaughran,
made no mistakes when the lights
went out and would lead the pack out
of T1. Mullins in his Red Bull liveried
Gould would make his usual hesitant
start and was in 4th but would find his
mirrors full of O’Connell’s GP2 car.
O’Connell took the outside line round
the outside of T4 and would complete
his overtake on the run out onto the
International loop. He would continue
his charge overtaking Robinson for 3rd
and would despatch Gaughran on the

run down to 7A to move up to 2nd.
Mullins maked his move at the start of
lap 2 and unleashed the power of the
Gould on the start finish straight to
move past Robinson. Next up his
Gaughran and Mullins makes light work
of him as he cruises past on the entry
to T3. Upfront it was only a matter of
time as O’Connor takes the lead from
Roche on the back straight. Tom
Gaughran is stranded in the gravel at
the final corner and the officials have
no option but to call for the Safety Car.
On the restart Mullins tries to overtake
Roche down into T1 but Roche comes
back at him under braking and keeps

his position. Roche in his F3 car is quick
in the twisty bits but on the long back
straight he has to cede his position to
the much more powerful Gould on the
back straight. Behind Robinson
overtakes Roche on the International
loop but Roche was having none of it
and grabs the position back on the
entry into Paddock. Robinson’s front
wing is clipped, and he is forced to
retire. After 9 laps of racing O’Connell
punches the air as he takes a
comfortable win, with Mullins in 2nd
and poleman Roche the quickest of the
F3 cars taking the final podium
position.

Finnstown House Formula BOSS Ireland Championship (Race 2)

O’Connell does the Double

Race 2 was led away by Roche with
Mullins in 2nd Fergus Faherty 3rd and
despite a slow start O’Connell was up
to 4th at Bridgestone. The powerful GP2
car blasted past Faherty at Kennedy
Rise to move up behind Mullins. The
race was always going to be a battle
between Mullins and O’Connell and
next time round O’Connell dives down
the inside at T1 but Mullins drives
round the outside to retain his 2nd
position. Mullins followed by O’Connell

powers past Roche on the main straight
with the two powerful cars hitting the
front for the first time. Despite
O’Connell pressure, Mullins was
composed out front, making his car as
wide as possible and always seemed to
be putting his car exactly where
O’Connell wanted to be. O’Connell
would try left and right, inside and
outside but still Mullins would prevail.
Lap 6 and O’Connell tries down the
outside of T1 but Mullins holds firm and

Next Event: Kirkistown 28 August 2021

manages to get to T2 first and keeps his
slender lead. The next lap O’Connell
tries the same move again and this time
finds more grip, holds position and gets
the inside line for T2 and takes the
lead. In clear air O’Connell would set
the fastest lap of the race and would
take the chequered flag on Lap 10
ahead by almost 20 seconds. Mullins
would collect valuable points for his
championship push with Roche coming
home in 3rd.

Martin Birrane Trophy
featuring Selco.ie Formula Vee National Championship

Murray Masters Mondello

With a separate qualifying session for
the Martin Birrane Trophy, it was Byrne
quickest with Murray beside him on the
front row. Byrne made a good start and
was followed by Murray, Polley and
Cross. Murray though wasn’t hanging
around and dived down the inside at 7A
to take the lead. Behind Jordan Kelly
having battled up the field locked up in
the final corner on the opening lap and
re-joins in a lowly 14th place. Murray
tried to open a gap, but the chasing
pack was never far behind. Buckley had
also made a decent opening few laps
and was now in 5th. Byrne was under
pressure again this time from Polley
who overtook him on the back straight
to go 2nd. On lap 3 the Safety Car is
deployed to retrieve May who is
stranded in the gravel at T1. On the
restart the top 5 were Murray, Polley,
Byrne, Cross and Buckley. Polley and
Cross switch to the outside on the run
down to 7A. Murray outbraked himself
to cover the move from Polley and runs

wide and Polley sweeps through on the
inside to take the lead. Not to be
outdone, Cross continues round the
outside of Byrne in 7A, hangs on on the
outside of 7B and gets in front of Byrne
in the run up to Birranes Bends. Byrne
is squeezed by Buckley at Birranes and
loses 4th and loses another place to
Owen Kelly on the next corner. Behind
the top 5 Jordan Kelly is putting an
amazing recovery drive together to
move up to 6th ahead of Fleming.
Murray now in 2nd runs high on the
entry into the final corner, switches
back and Cross’s lead is back with
Murray. Lap 6 would see Polley slow on
the run down to T3 and retire. Jordan
Kelly would overtake his brother Owen
on the long back straight to move up to
an incredible 4th position considering at
one stage he was back in 14th. End of
Lap 6 and the running order is Murray
from Cross, Buckley and Jordan Kelly.
Cross makes his move into T1 and
lunges down the inside and makes

contact with leader Murray who spins.
Buckley and Jordan Kelly go through
followed by Cross and Owen Kelly. Next
lap, Jordan is all over the back of
Buckley who under pressure runs wide
at the exit of T2 onto the grass, spins
and collects Owen Kelly. With cars in a
dangerous position, officials have no
option but to red flag the race. Under
Motorsport Ireland rules the result is
declared on countback at the end of
Lap 6 and Murray is declared the
winner, Cross is second and a worthy
3rd place finish to Jordan Kelly. For
those of us who knew him, Martin
Birrane would have loved that race!

Next Event: Kirkistown 25 September 2021

